The general doldrums in Shroud interest at the moment seem to extend to the printed word, the fiction being almost entirely DNA-based, and an unusual individual take on the life of Christ accepts all the verifying evidence too uncritically for serious approval.

**The Sign of the End**, Timothy W. Ayers  
World Castle Publishing

Biogeneticist, Matthew MacDonald creates a human clone from the DNA of Jesus. Into a world desperate for peace comes a spiritual leader like no other. For three years the world changes. But MacDonald knew there was something dark lurking in the shadows.

**Cloning the Christ**, Kenn Hucks  
CreateSpace Independent Publishing

The story of an Islamic terror cell leader who receives demonic inspiration to introduce the antichrist to the world. In this story, the anti-Christ is cloned from a DNA sample stolen from the Shroud of Turin. The story takes the reader on an amazing journey into the world of a Muslim man driven by hatred, anger and revenge.

**Healer**, Thomas Laird  
CreateSpace Independent Publishing

An innocuous injury Historian Paul Grant acquires whilst scrutinising the Shroud changes something within him, leaving him possessing a power not bestowed on man since biblical times. But Paul’s altruism is tested relentlessly by a ruthless and sadistic CIA agent, hell bent on cultivating Paul’s gifts for his own political ends.
The Magic Fault, Paul Mohrbacher
Indigo Sea Press

The Shroud is stolen from a chapel in the Cathedral of Turin in the fall of 2004. Are the thieves fanatical enemies of the church or extremist followers? The Shroud becomes a pawn in the millennia-old clash of civilizations: on whose side is God?

One to the 3rd Degree: The Shroud of Turin Conspiracy
David Soul; Bookbaby

Professor Alex Avalov finds himself in the middle of a conspiracy that’s aimed at assassinating the Pope, if not bringing an end to the world as we know it. In that journey, Alex is yet again faced with whether our Fate dooms us to repeat our past mistakes.

Barely a Crime, Robert Ovies
Ignatius Press

When Crawl and Kieran discover the identity of the man who has hired them for the break-in of the century, they realize they might be involving themselves in a high-stakes technological breakthrough. And they devise a scheme for demanding a bigger payout.

Army of God, Bill Hartnett
Bill Hartnett Publishing

Vanishing professors, the implantation of an egg cloned with DNA from the Shroud, and four investigators putting their heads together to solve the mystery of the Army of God.
**The Turin Conundrum**, Errol B. Dengler
Amazon Media

One of the Church's most holy relics is under attack again, from the deranged mind of a disaffected business executive who stops at nothing to achieve his purposes of cloning tissue from the Shroud of Turin.

---

**The Shroud Trilogy**, Dallas Tanner
Trilogus Media Group

Nathan Archer believes that Leonardo Da Vinci created a perfect copy of the Shroud of Turin. Citing an unpaid commission by the House of Savoy to paint a replica, he searches for proof that the renaissance master employed techniques that took four centuries to discover.

---

**The Shroud of Turin (A Phoenix Quest Novel)**, K.T. Tomb
Quests Unlimited

The Shroud of Turin, the burial cloth believed to bear the image of Jesus Christ after the crucifixion, has been pronounced a fake by an antiquities expert. But if that’s true, then where is the real shroud of Christ? Thalia Phoenix and her cousin, Casey, set out to find it.

---

**The Secret Origin of Jesus Christ**, Kirk Kimball
CreateSpace Independent Publishing

In every other "Life of Jesus," things just seem to happen. Events unfold without interpretation, and nothing is ever explained. This is the first "Life of Jesus" where everything is explained — the teaching, the miracles, even the resurrection.